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Sams Teach Yourself Word 2003 in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2003
For readers who are new to Word 2003 and want to get up and running quickly, Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Word 2003 in 24 Hours will do the trick. This book includes shortcuts and ways to accomplish the most common tasks in Word. Readers are able to work at their own pace through the easily digestible, one-hour...
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C++ GUI Programming with Qt 3 (Bruce Peren's Open Source)Prentice Hall, 2004
The first official Trolltech guide to Qt 3.2 programming!
Straight from Trolltech, this book covers all you need to build industrial-strength applications with Qt 3.2.x and C++--applications that run natively on Windows, Linux/Unix, Mac OS X, and embedded Linux with no source code changes! The book teaches solid Qt programming practices; it is...
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The Requirements Engineering Handbook (Artech House Technology Management and Professional Development Library)Artech House Publishers, 2003
This book is intended as a concise but thorough ready reference for requirements
analysts (RAs)—those who are assigned to determine the requirements
for planned systems and software, both in computing and engineering.
It is a desk guide/handbook that focuses on how RAs can best perform their
work.

The...
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Automated Planning: Theory & Practice (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Artificial Intelligence)Morgan Kaufmann, 2004
"In recent years, comprehensive texts have been written for several of the other major areas of Artificial Intelligence, including machine learning, natural-language processing, and constraint-satisfaction processing, but until now, the field of planning has been devoid of such a resource, despite the considerable number of advances in and the...
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Professional Microsoft Robotics Developer Studio (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008

	Microsoft Robotics Developer Studio (MRDS) offers an exciting new wayto program robots in the Windows environment. With key portions of the MRDS code available in source form, it is readily extensible and offers numerous opportunities for programmers and hobbyists. This comprehensive book illustrates creative ways to use the tools and...
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Forensic Science: Fundamentals and InvestigationsSouth-Western College, 2008


	Finally, a textbook that provides the science behind forensics, as well as labs and activities appropriate

	for high school students! Forensic Science: Fundamentals and Investigations is student and

	teacher friendly. Teachers can conduct a full-year’s study of forensics or select topics that can

	be incorporated into a...
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Osteoimmunology: Interactions of the Immune and Skeletal SystemsSpringer, 2012

	It has been almost 40 years since it was fi rst observed that cells of the immune system

	could in fl uence the functions of bone [ 1 ] . Since that time, signi fi cant strides have

	been made in our understanding of the interactions between hematopoietic, immune,

	and bone cells. This fi eld is now known as...
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Getting Started with Paint.NETPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learning the free Paint.NET photo editing program means you can achieve any professional effect you want, and this book shows you how, ranging from installation and plugins to advanced imaging techniques.


	Overview

	
		Quick and simple tutorials designed to help you master Paint.NET in minutes
	...
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Beginning iOS AR Game Development: Developing Augmented Reality Apps with Unity and C#Apress, 2018

	
		Create a fully featured application that’s both sophisticated and engaging. This book provides a detailed guide in developing augmented reality games that can take advantage of the advanced capabilities of new iOS devices and code while also offering compatibility with still supported legacy devices. 

	
		No...
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Improving the Quality of ABAP Code: Striving for PerfectionApress, 2021

	In 2015, the American SAP Users Group (ASUG) wanted my opinion on a new survey that had been put out by a company called CAST, which had analyzed about 70 large custom ABAP applications from organizations all across the United States and Europe and come to the conclusion that all that custom code was a load of old baloney, ludicrous, rubbish,...
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Java, Java, Java, Object-Oriented Problem Solving (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2005
 This second edition of Java, Java, Java offers a robust, accessible, and flexible problem-solving perspective. The use of Unified Modeling Language (UML) diagrams throughout the text, strongly emphasizes object-oriented design. This book assists students and professionals with their most challenging problem as beginning programmers:...
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The Next Wave in Computing, Optimization, and Decision TechnologiesSpringer, 2004
Brown et al. (2004) (see also Reed 1994 and Skroch 2004) model the
completion of an adversarial nation’s nuclear-weapons program using
general techniques of PERT. (See PERT 1958 and Malcolm et al. 1959
for the original descriptions of PERT, and see Moder et al. 1983 for a
comprehensive review.) Brown et al. (2004) ask the...
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